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t Product News: New Weather Computer
Weather MicroServer Now Available for both Capricorn & Orion

Turn your weather station into a weather computer with our new Weather

MicroServer. The Weather MicroServer interfaces with any of CWS’s weather

stations to provide a range of weather parameters and monitoring options,

including portable and vehicle-mount sensor packages. (It was previously

available only as Orion LX.)

No longer does weather station connectivity require a dedicated computer with

its requisite maintenance, virus-protection and operating system upgrades. The

MicroServer is a self-contained, proprietary system utilizing the Linux operating

system.

The Weather MicroServer creates an “Internet-ready” weather monitoring

system by automatically providing FTP output, XML web service, and Internet

browser user interface. FTP output includes XML, CSV, and CSV append

formats. SNMP and Modbus/OPC communication protocols are standard.

The Weather MicroServer has datalogging capability. It connects to your

network with an included Ethernet cable. Two serial ports offer interface to both

the Weather Display Console and additional peripheral devices or sensors.

The Weather MicroServer provides real-time weather data to WeatherMaster

Software over the network. This allows users to simultaneously monitor the

weather using WeatherMaster on any computer connected to the network.

WeatherMaster comes with a license for up to three computers. Licenses for

additional computers are available.

Modbus/OPC Communication for Industrial Management Systems

CWS’s Weather MicroServer now has a built-in Modbus TCP/IP interface for

communication with industrial automation systems and OPC servers. As

mentioned above, this new feature comes standard along with XML, SNMP and

FTP communication protocols.

We offer the KEPServerEX Modbus OPC Server Suite to provide OPC Data

Access. You can download a free two-hour trial of the KEPServerEX from

www.kepware.com. A free OPC server project file is preconfigured with Posix

time values and timestamps for the meteorological parameters.

For more information, visit www.columbiaweather.com/MicroServer.html

June 24-26 Air & Waste

Management Association

With keynote topics from climate

change to sustainability and speakers

from the EPA, Intel and Toyota, the

AWMA’s 101st Annual Conference

and Exhibition is a good fit for CWS

with our new industrial compatibility

protocols.

For more information, visit

www.awma.org/ACE2008/.
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t Extreme Cold?      Did we experience a LaNiña winter?t

It’s long been regarded that the effects of El Niño and La Niña have a major

effect on worldwide weather patterns and global climate. Extreme hot and cold

climatic regimes, torrential rains and drought, and changes in ocean currents all

translate into extreme weather conditions that globally impact our lives. In

essence, La Niña is the polar opposite from El Niño and Fall and Winter of 2007/

2008 are prime evidence of a global La Niña pattern.

The Pacific Ocean is the largest body of water on earth and its effects greatly

influence global climate. Winds around the massive Pacific High Pressure Cell,

in the northern hemisphere, flow clockwise around the ocean, or from north to

south along North America’s West Coast; from east to west in the equatorial

tropics (the Tropical Trade Winds); from south to north along Asia’s East Coast;

and from west to east across the northern Pacific (the Westerlies).

The oceans are the earth’s heat collectors. In summer, the sun significantly

warms the tropical ocean waters. Over the course of any given summer, this heat

is collected and stored. As fall arrives, the ocean’s heat is distributed through

ocean currents, which generally follow the clockwise wind patterns around the

Pacific High Cell. This form of heat transfer is evident in all of the world’s oceans

and is essential to maintain the equilibrium of our planet.

Ocean Currents

There are four dynamics working together that create our ocean currents: (1)

heating from the sun, (2) circulation winds rotating around the oceanic High

Pressure, (3) Coriolis force – from the rotation of the Earth, and (4) gravity.

Contrary to popular belief, the oceans are not flat or level. Dynamic forces tend

to pile or push ocean levels higher in certain areas than others. Over the course

of a summer, the Pacific equatorial waters off the Asian continent can be as

much as 33 cm (13 inches) higher than the waters off the coast of South America.

El Niño is actually a weather phenomenon caused by the North Equatorial

Current in the Pacific Ocean that “backwashes” warm equatorial waters from

the tropical South Seas and Indo-China, eastward across the tropical Pacific, to

the West Coast of South America. During certain summers, tropical ocean

temperatures become heated warmer than normal because there is more sunlight

– solar insolation – available to absorb.

Scientific evidence directly correlates El Niño and La Niña events to solar sun

spot activity. Dr. James Lawler outlines this correlation in his1997 paper “A

Correlation between Sun Spot Cycles and El Nino Events.” During those periods

of large-scale solar activity – solar flares and dynamic sun spot activity — the

sun emits massive amounts of solar radiation. These clouds of cosmic radiation

propagate through space until they bombard earth’s atmosphere. The interaction

disrupts communications, enhances the Aurora Borealis, and translates more

solar energy for the tropical oceans to absorb. El Niño events directly correlate

to maximum sun spot activity, while La Niña events directly link to minimum sun

spot activity.

Don’t let this happen to you!

A freak ice storm caught the City of

Painesville, Ohio by surprise. If your

location is susceptible to ice storms, we

recommend a heated rain gauge.

To prevent the possible disruption of

weather data during an ice storm, con-

sider the Orion weather station which

is available with a heated all-in-one

sensor head.

Order Info

Heated Rain Gauge for use with

Capricorn 2000  Part No. 82302 $695

(Existing rain gauges can be retrofitted

with a heater for $380.)

Heated Sensor for any Orion Weather

Station  Part No. 9580  $150

(Must be ordered with the Orion Weather

Station. This cannot be added later.)

Website Resources

Checkout the Resources Link at

www.columbiaweather.com/

links.html for the newly posted

article “Lessons Learned from the

Arizona HazMat Exercise” as well

as other useful info.
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As fall brings shorter days and longer nights, the northern

hemisphere’s oceans begin to cool. The Pacific High Cell

shrinks northward and becomes smaller with less of an

influence in the tropics. The associated tropical Westerlies

become weaker and less evident. With less wind to circulate

the west-to-east tropical ocean currents, the backwash of

warm tropical waters propagates eastward where it meets

the west coast of equatorial South America. This usually

occurs near Christmas, thus the given name El Niño.

The resulting currents spread up and down the west coasts

of both North and South America, reversing the natural

coastal currents. The impact on the oceans, climate, and

weather patterns worldwide and can be significant and

devastating.

La Niña occurs when cooler-than-normal ocean surface
temperatures are recorded in the tropical Pacific – during

periods of less solar insolation absorbed by the ocean

waters. As the cooler oceans backwash eastward toward

South America during the Fall and Winter months, they also

cool the regions along the coast and affect the inland regions

of both North and South America. Colder than normal

weather patterns result from this large-scale oceanic pat-

tern that affects the global climate.

Looking at the fall 2007 and winter 2008

weather patterns along the West Coast

of North America, the statistics indicate

a moderate La Niña pattern. The map

indicates the particular above normal/

below normal temperature pattern by

state, and indicates the severity of the

cold over the last 113 years of weather

records. Each state’s number ranks win-

ter 2007/2008 compared to the past 113

years.

As indicated in the map, cooler Eastern

Pacific waters bring cooler tempera-

tures to the American West, indicative

of a La Niña event. Consequently, the

temperatures on the map along the West

Coast and inland to the Rocky Moun-

tains are colder than normal. Tempera-

tures in the Eastern and Southern portions

of the U.S. are mostly above normal –

also typical of a La Niña event.

Hillsboro Case Study

Hillsboro, Oregon was used as the case study site for

several reasons: 1) it is Columbia Weather Systems’ head-

quarters; 2) there is a complete data set from 2000 to 2008

logged from the weather stations here at the office; 3)

historical climatic data for 30 years is available from the

National Climatic Data Center (NCDC); and 4) the La Niña

effects here along the West Coast were fairly dramatic.

September 2007showed the first La Niña indications when

average temperatures went from 3.7°F above normal at mid

month to -2.3°F below normal, a swing of 6°F. This trend

carried over into the first part of October as a cool wet fall

ensued. The latter half of October and the first part of

November were unsettled, but temperatures averaged near

normal.

In mid-November, a cold snap gripped the Pacific North-

west, plunging temperatures as much as 13°F below normal

and issuing the season’s first snow event. Temperatures

remained below normal for more than two weeks before a

brief early December warming trend broke the cold snap. A

second cold spell came on the heels of the first and sent

temperatures well below normal again. The remainder of

the month was again unsettled, but temperatures averaged

Courtesy of NOAA

     LaNiña continued....t
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near normal. December also had nearly two inches of

precipitation above normal.

All totaled, the fourth quarter of 2007, temperatures aver-

aged 1.7°F below normal and precipitation was almost 1.5"

below average.

During the first quarter of 2008, temperatures started

slightly above average for the first several days, but turned

very cold for the next four weeks, as temperatures aver-

aged -6.5°F below normal. Another cold event occurred

during the last half of March. There were also several more

snow events that occurred, which is very unusual for the

Pacific Northwest. Mountain snows were at an all-time

high in the Cascade Mountains, as roads were closed, towns

were cut off, and roofs caved in underneath well over 10

feet of snow. Higher mountain areas received over 20 feet

of snow in some locations.

January 2008 averaged -3.5°F below normal, but what was

significant was the cold spell during the last 2/3 of the month

that brought temperatures nearly -6.5°F below average and

during the third week of the month, temperatures plum-

meted to almost -10°F below normal.

February 2008 started in the remaining grip of January’s

cold spell. Then temperatures generally warmed and lin-

gered mostly within a few degrees of normal for the

remainder of the month. Monthly averages were -0.6°F, just

slightly below normal. February was also the driest month

of the season, receiving approximately half of the normal

monthly precipitation.
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March 2008 turned out to be the coldest month of the season

averaging -4.4°F below normal. The last week of the month

averaged more than -9°F below average where daytime

highs reached only the low 40s and nighttime lows hovered

near freezing.

Conclusions

What does all this mean? The textbook La Niña weather

pattern experienced this past winter illustrates how ocean

temperatures play an enormous part of our planet’s climate.

A shift in ocean temperatures can change an entire continent’s

weather patterns, bringing severe drought to some regions,

extreme cold to others, hot weather to certain areas, and

flooding to otherwise dry climates.

Ocean currents, on the surface and in deep fathoms, also

change global climates. We are just beginning to understand

the scope of these changes. They provide a plausible

explanation why the polar icecaps are in such great flux, but

studying ocean currents is a very complex science of

topography, density, salinity, and other forces we may not

yet understand.

Only within the last 50 years have meteorologists and

climatologists developed a reliable global climatic data base.

Prior to that, indirect evidence was used, such as tree rings

and ice core samples. Other evidence used is ancient

population migration patterns, and other indirect correla-

tions.

Scientists worldwide agree that there are changes in our

climate. Whether it be man-made, cosmic, or other forces

in nature yet to be discovered, one thing is sure, the world’s

oceans have a dramatic impact on the world we live in.

by John Gerrish, Certified Meteorologist
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